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Experts: No significant improvement in the gold support
Continued downward trend in the past week, down to $ 1,180, according to experts the most likely
scenario.
Continued downward trend in the past week, down to $ 1,180, according to experts, because the
most likely scenario could be looking to support a significant improvement in the economic situation
does not exist.
Gold prices are now on the rise, gold prices are Here:
U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed), the incentives to reduce your signal starts in April, gold prices decline,
gradually strengthening investor expectations of monetary expansion continues ends. Gold prices
in international markets last week, the psychological $ 1,200 / oz gold prices fell below the level of
the April-June period was the largest ever quarterly loss.
Now investors "After this period, gold prices fall, or the pointer turns up again and if you are
persistent rises will you?" began to look for answers to the question. According to experts, the
technical analysis, demand slowed the decline in gold prices will continue pointing the absence of
an inflationary environment. 1150 dollars for gold as a long-term lows spoken. However, this level
of the bottom of the downward stroke, the possibility of failure, even if the prices are $ 1000.
Gold Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke said on June 19 that is 15 per cent within two weeks after the
announcement of incentives pinned down $ 200. Spot gold price per ounce U.S. Federal Reserve
(Fed) reinforces expectations of strong economic data, and then tighten the loose monetary policy
to reduce investors' positions in parallel with Thursday's nearly three-year low level of transactions
fell to 1,180 dollars. Underline the quarterly loss was 25 per cent. Then made a move prices over $
1,200.
However, those who purchase physical gold works under the re-release of the game may be
reversed. Within two days of April, gold prices lost $ 200 degre, coins, jewelry for those who want
to take advantage of lower prices had many gold rush. However, this time it's not the same.
According to the Reuters processors, consumers across the globe, this time does not seem willing
to take the gold, sharp falls. This time, consumers are also grown in the absence of rescue of gold
prices is certain to fall even further.
Can dip at $ 1,150
According to experts, the most important item on the agenda at the moment in the formation of
prices in the Fed's monetary expansion strategy and how you come out on bond purchases. Yellow
gold mine for the price of 1,230 dollars, buyers performs above the level of output is expected to
increase the number of investors who are active again. Inability on the levels of 1200 and 1215,
prices may continue to trend down, striking, according to experts in the bottom of the downward
trend is likely to continue to support the scenario could be viewed because of the economic
situation there is a significant improvement.
ETF funds (mutual funds based on gold) that sales are keeping downward pressure live.
Technically, the 1157 level in 2010, the lowest level seen as a level to be considered. Pointed out
that the level of long-term support 1.1157-1.150 dollars of gold, according to experts can dip gold
here. That could be followed by a recovery, according to analysts, it is difficult to predict the speed
of the recovery. Analysts said the purchase of the opportunity to decline again as the price of gold
can rise with the demand of potential investors to detect stresses.
The real value of 800 dollars?
www.ekoayrinti.com/news_print.php?id=125032
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Investors with a hard fall in prices under 'too close to the bottom? "Began to look for answers to
the question. Experts say prices will fall, but there's a name that, according to him, there is a long
way down to the front of the gold.
Serdar Ferit Şahenk angered Erener-known businessman
Campbell Harvey at Duke University, argued for some time that gold prices overvalued in real
terms. According to Harvey could be that some people see as a hedge against inflation at the
moment due to the fact that gold prices up to $ 800. According to an assessment published by the
Financial Times of Harvey, does not remove a good job to move in tandem with inflation, will occur
at the valuations is difficult to say whether their expectations in full.
Harvey, examines the correlation between gold and other real returns of gold have demonstrated
higher performance than usual 'horror transactions' attributes. Harvey, however, deviate from the
actual value of the gold shows all did eventually return here again argues.
Estimates downward
According to leading financial institutions to fall under the accounts are forced to do it again.
Strengthening expectations of the Fed's money and then turns off the tap, Swiss-based UBS prices
in the next few weeks or months, to $ 1,155 fall predicted accurately. Expectation of the end of
2013 to $ 1,300 in 1435 dollars Goldman Sachs 2014 estimate at $ 1,270 down to $ 1,050.
Deutsche Bank added under the bar detractors.
Due to lower than expected recovery in the German financial giant in China, many long-and shortterm price forecast lowered for the metal. The Bank forecasts 6.7 percent by lowering the price of
gold for the year 2013 1431 dollars / ounces from 10.8 percent for the year 2014 by reducing the
estimate of the 1338 dollar price of gold / ounce to put down.
According to Roubini, fall below the trigger causes!
The rally in gold bullion in the last 12 years have made economic recovery that will reduce the
demands of International Business and Economics Professor Nouriel Roubini of New York University,
recently published on Project Syndicate commentary said expects gold prices to fall to $ 1000.
Described as a seer of the crisis caused by the depreciation of the mine will be yellow by
Roubine'ye elements are as follows:
1) is not a secure means of investment: Gold economic, financial and geopolitical risks are rising is
increased. However, this is not enough to make it a safe investment vehicle. Gold has experienced
sharp declines in 2008 and 2009, in times of crisis.
2) inflation does not rise in the world: gold, inflation, inflation increased recently gaining in value
against the assurance provided on the grounds. But central banks to pump money into the market,
but global inflation continues to fall.
3) Income does: Gold does not bring any income. Share dividend brings the coupon bond has. In
real estate, the rental income will be. Since 2009, the global economy is picking up these days
against shares under the worst performers who needs it? "
4) The real interest rate is rising real interest rates rise in the Fed's bond-buying program is
preparing yavaşlatmasıyla. On the contrary, negative real interest rates, gold is the right time to
get periods.
5) States should sell gold: Debt in the states, not driven by investors buying shares to take the
gold. Many of these governments to pay their debts can sell a portion of their large gold reserves.
www.ekoayrinti.com/news_print.php?id=125032
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6) is an American right-wing love of gold: the United States praised the political conservative, so
that could be cut, compliments backfired. This is based on the extreme right-wing of gold, making
the presence of the state in the hands of the rich against the only safe car conspiracy.
Evolution SMALL / WORLD
Gold prices today looking for how to monitor: Gold analysis
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